
RED LETTER
CHALLENGE

Visit us!
Epiphany Lutheran Church

ShiningTheLight.org
281-485-7833

A VISIT FROM RED
Join Red and Ms. Beth as 

 they discover the red
letters in the Bible!  Plus,
what does BFSGG mean?

BIBLE TIME
Ms. Lyn teaches us all about
the wise man who build his
house on a rock and how

we can follow Jesus!

Bible Story
Wise and Foolish Builders

Matthew 7:24-27

Bible Verse 
Therefore everyone who hears
these words of mine and puts

them into practice is like a
wise man who built his house

on the rock. Matthew 7:24

Join us as we read the words
of Jesus and learn about

following HIm!

BFSGG
Sept 20 - Being with Jesus
Sept 27 - Forgiving like Jesus
Oct 4 - Serving like Jesus 
Oct 11 - Giving like Jesus
Oct 18 - Going with Jesus

Go to ELCKids.org to
watch the weekly

video!

The numbers on this sheet
follow the numbers in the video.
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SNACK TIME!
Today's snack is pretzel

sticks.  As you enjoy your
snack, see if you can use

the sticks to make the
letters BFSGG.  

Color the pictures. 
 Fold back the top of the paper so
that the clouds disappear
To make the clouds appear, fold on
the second dotted line.
Feed house strip through slots so
you can see house through window.

CRAFT TIME
1.
2.

3.

4.

TELL THE STORY
To start fold back the clouds so they
are not visible. Read the story. 

Fold down the clouds to make them
visible and pull down on the “House on
the Sand” strip to make the “Crash”
words appear and the house disappear.

SONG BREAK
 The Wise Man Built His

House Upon a Rock

MORE FUN
In the Red Letter

 Challenge, we are going to
read the words of Jesus and
put them into practice.  We
are aiming at five targets:
Being, Forgiving, Serving,

Giving, and Going.  

Have some fun with your disc
shooter and see if you can

hit the paper targets!  

WEEKLY CHALLENGES

Make a list or draw a
picture of 5 things that
you are thankful for.

Can you memorize the
Bible verse?
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